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DESIGN RIGHT

LIFTING THE PLATE 
Many buildings with water entry problems have the finished 
slab, and hence the bottom of the cladding, too close to the 

ground. Here are some alternative methods to increase the clearance.
By Trevor Pringle, ANZIA, BRANZ Principal Writer

M any buildings that have water entry problems have been 
constructed with the bottom of the cladding and adjacent wall 
framing too close to the outside ground or deck level – although 
it was suggested to me when looking at 10 townhouses that it 

was not a problem of the cladding too close to the ground, but rather the 
reverse – the ground was too close to the cladding!

Solutions to existing problems on site are generally outside the scope of 
Acceptable Solutions.

Lowering the ground level

Where it is possible to lower the ground level, this should be done (see 
Figure 1). Figure 17B of E2/AS1 also gives an option for incorporating 

drainage adjacent to the building. The reshaping should incorporate 
drainage to take any surface water away from the building. 

However, in many cases, it is difficult, if not impossible, to lower the 
outside level. 

Adding a nib
An alternative way of providing clearance is to lift the level of the bottom 
of the cladding by sitting the wall framing, which is likely to need replacing 
because of the water damage, on a raised concrete nib (see Figure 2). 

Where the rooms open out onto a deck surface, a nib can be incorporated 
by using a threshold detail (see Figure 3). 

Figure 1: Adding external drainage channel when insufficient clearances.

Note:

1. Bottom plate may overhang slab by 6 mm where   
 original cladding is direct-fixed.

2. E2/AS1 limits drainage channels in front of doors to 3.7 m.

3. Insulation not shown for clarity.

new cladding on drained and vented cavity 
on new wall underlay, check minimum 
clearances at base of cladding with 
manufacturer

new framing, wall underlay, insulation 
and lining as required

bottom plate on DPC

25 mm wide cant strip H3.1 
treated timber with thickness to suit 
weatherboards as required

vermin-proof cavity closure ventilation 
strip, mitre at corners positioned to give 
10 mm drip edge to cladding

original ground level
10 mm

50 mm min.

lower existing ground to achieve minimum 
floor level to ground and cladding to ground 
clearances – if possible, slope away from 
building rather then towards it

existing concrete floor slab

exposed concrete may 
require refinishing

150 mm minimum to permanent 
paving or 225 mm to unpaved 
ground to E2/AS1 9.1.3

proprietary drainage system 
200 mm wide with fall to 
stormwater drainage system
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Figure 2:  Adding nib wall to lift framing when insufficient clearances.

Figure 3: Window/door detail when adding nib to form raised threshold to waterproof deck.

nut and washer to be recessed into lower plate to allow the 
upper bottom plate and any new framing to be inserted and 
nailed in where some existing framing remains

new screed to existing concrete 
deck to increase fall to minimum 
1.5° (3° recommended)

Note:

1. Bottom plate may overhang slab by 6 mm where original  
 cladding is direct-fixed.

2. Insulation not shown for clarity.

new cladding on drained and vented 
cavity on new wall underlay

new framing, wall underlay, insulation 
and lining as required

bottom plate on DPC

25 mm wide cant strip H3.1 treated timber with 
thickness to suit weatherboards as required

vermin-proof cavity closure vent strip, mitre at 
corners positioned to give 10 mm drip edge 
to cladding

original ground level

10 mm50 mm min.

existing concrete floor slab

150 mm minimum to permanent 
paving or 225 mm to unpaved 
ground to E2/AS1 9.1.3

waterproof concrete 
when dry

minimum 100 mm clearance to 
permanent paving or 175 mm clearance 
to unpaved ground as per E2/AS1 9.1.3

scabble edge of existing concrete 
slab and apply bonding agent 
prior to pouring nib

waterbar epoxied 
into sawcut into 
original slab

threaded rod epoxied into 
original slab

new lining and skirting

new 90 mm wide cast-in-situ concrete nib 
wall reinforced to engineer’s specification

cut line to existing 
studs that remain

lower bottom plate fixed 
to nib with threaded rod

Note:

1. Reframe lintel or cut down door height to suit.

scabble edge of existing concrete slab and 
apply bonding agent prior to pouring nib

waterbar epoxied into 
sawcut into original slab

100 mm min. threshold  
to E2/AS1 Figure 17a

existing concrete floor slab

reinforcing epoxied into original slab

new trim on packer on DPC

new 90 mm wide cast-in-situ concrete nib 
wall reinforced to engineer’s specification

airseal on backing rod continuous 
between concrete nib and joinery reveal

membrane is to dress over sill beneath joinery 
and minimum 100 mm above nib at jambs

new or reused 
aluminium joinery

sill support bar

new permeable walk-on surface 
supported above membrane

new waterproofing membrane to deck 
and taken minimum 150 mm up face 
of wall and 100 mm at threshold and 
dressed over sill

original deck level

12 mm 
min.




